






Description: 
The book is a cloth covered machine sewn full bonded book with machine-made paper, 

single folio endsheets and a round, hollow spine. The original link stitch binding has not been 

repaired in anyway. The cover is worn and faded and has two puncture holes and two 

horizontal and parallel dents near the center. The impression of stamping on the front cover 

and spine are still there but the ink is gone. All four corners of the cover and the top and 

bottom edges of the spine are missing fabric. The spine is original, worn, faded and loose. 

The paper is dirty, yellowed, creased and there are small tears along the edges of several 

pages. The endsheets are also dirty and yellow but the back endsheet is torn at the hinge. 

The double cloth endbands are original and intact. 

 

Treatment: 
1. Test solubility of inks and colors. 

2. Dry clean cover, pastedown, pages, head, tail and froedge where necessary to 

remove surface dirt. 

3. Disbind but retain original boards, spine and sewing. 

4. Use methyl cellulose to remove original pastedown on spine. 

5. After use wheat starch paste to reattach end sheets and/or other detached pages 

with japanese paper to text block. 

6. Mend tears and guard folds only where necessary with Japanese tissue and wheat 

starch paste. Then leave under press overnight. 

7. Line spine with thick japanese paper and PVA. 

8. Resew binding with linen thread but only for the first three and last three signatures 

to reinforce the binding. 

9. Separate the spine from the cover and remove the extra baking of the cloth spine 

with methyl cellulose. 

10. Then reattach the spine to the painted unbleached muslin cloth with starch paste. 

11. Then use ends of the muslin cloth to attach front and back cover to spine. 

12. Paste on new endbands and then new cover with PVA. Use sandbags to put 

pressure on spine so the new spine and endband bond to thick japanese paper on 

spine. 

13. Cover exposed corners with colored japanese paper that match the fabric color. 

14. Construct a phase box with acid free paper to dimensions of the book volume. 

 

Limitations: 
1. Dirt might be too far embedded in paper. 

2. Original link stitch binding might be too far gone and might not be able to retain 

original sewing. 

3. Might not be able to remove all of the original pastedown on the spine. 

4. Original cover and spine might be too far gone and have to be replaced with a new 

one. 

 

Cost of Treatment:$1,000.00 



After Treatment:




